Abstract-Self-management, self-connection and selfconfiguration capabilities are emerging as important requirements for a generation of large-scale, highly dynamic, distributed applications. We propose a new solution to manage the connection of the components in a distributed application automatically. Each component in the distributed application is equipped with an autonomous connection unit (ACU). The ACU will allocate to its corresponding component an address consisting of an IP address and a port number. This address of the component will be delivered by the ACU to remote components, so that the remote components could communicate with the local component. In addition, the ACU could start up the component software module autonomously according to user settings. This solution is a generic model which could be adapted to many distributed applications. It has been successfully applied to a distributed online judge system for a campus contest in Donghua University.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, many organizations are facing problems of managing the large collections of distributed resources. These might include the distributed file systems, distributed workstations and other distributed applications. The computers that hold the distributed application may be located in a room, spread across a building or campus, or even be scattered around the world. The configurations of these applications could change from time to time. The computers that a distributed application works on also could be changed rapidly. To a growing degree, the distributed application is expected to be self-configuring and self-managing, because the management of the configuration will be becoming an enormously complex operation as the number of components grows. Now, the most widely-used, scalable distributed application is the Domain Name System (DNS), which is a directory service that associates IP address. The DNS was designed primarily to map domain names to IP addresses and mail servers. Besides, the DNS has been extended to make it more dynamic and support wider variety of applications. However, the DNS system has some limitation, for it was just designed to resolve the problem that the computer connects to the Internet. The Hadoop [1] is another distributed application architecture. To set up a real Hadoop cluster, the system operator needs to write the host name (or IP addresses) and the port number of each Hadoop node into the configuration file hadoop-site.xml. This distributed application architecture is mainly used in distributed file systems and large data processing.
A distributed application is such an application that executes a collection of commands to coordinate the actions of multiple processes on a network, so that all components cooperate together to finish a single or small set of related tasks [2] . The ability to connect remote users with remote resources in an open and scalable way is a good property of a distributed system. When we say open, we mean each component is continually open to interaction with other components. The scalable property means that the system can easily be altered to accommodate changes in the number of users, resources and computing entities. A distributed application can be very large and very powerful by giving the combined capabilities of all components in the distributed application [3] [4] [5] . But it is not easy -for a distributed application to be useful, it needs to have better connectivity. This is a difficult goal to achieve because of the complexity of the interactions between simultaneously running components.
The connection issue here for a distributed application refers to that every component in a distributed application is able to know the IP addresses and the port numbers of other components that it will communicate with. For a Hadoop node, it could be done by its reading the configuration file hadoop-site.xml. With the same problem, each component in the Donghua University Online Judge [6] (DHUOJ) also needs to fetch these addresses from its configuration file. The DHUOJ is a distributed application whose software modules are installed on different computers. In order to communicate with each other, each of these modules has a [7] . However, it is not so easy to configure the DHUOJ. The system operator needs to know the IP addresses and available ports of all the computers that the DHUOJ modules will be installed on. After writing the IP addresses and available port numbers to the configuration file of each component, the system operator needs to test the installed DHUOJ system to make sure that the configuration could work correctly. It is obvious that automatic assignment of these IP addresses and port numbers can avoid the mistake that the system operator may make during the configuration operation.
In this paper, we propose a new distributed application management method called autonomous connection unit (ACU). Unlike the DNS, the ACU is not bound to specific servers or applications. The target systems maintained by the ACU could be different from each other. The ACU could make the target distributed application more flexible and scalable. We take the DHUOJ as an example to illustrate how the ACU works. Fig.1 illustrates the architecture of the DHUOJ that has been used in Donghua University. The below side is the hardware platform which is composed of networked normal computers. The hardware platform could be networked computers in a college computer room. The upper part of Fig.1 is the software modules of the DHUOJ. Each module is installed on the corresponding machine in the below side, see Table I .
II. THE PROBLEMS
The installation of the DHUOJ needs many operations. When setting up the module Proxy, for instance, the system operator needs to export its IP address and port number for the client to use the services that the component Proxy offers, such as paper downloading, program submitting and result delivering. Moreover, the IP address of the component Primer needs to be set into the configuration file of the component Proxy, otherwise the component Proxy will fail to get the web service of the component Primer. For the configuration of the component Primer, the system operator needs to make sure the port number that the component Primer will use to offer its web service is not occupied by other services on the same host machine. The configuration operations of the component Schedule are just as complicated as the component Proxy. The system operator needs to write the IP address of the component Primer into the configuration file of the component Schedule. Furthermore, the system operator needs to set the IP address and port number of the component Judge into the configuration file of the component Schedule, too. Sometimes, the component Schedule has to communicate with more than one Judge component. When a new Judge component is added to the DHUOJ, the system operator needs to restart the component Schedule.
A. Assigning Addresses to Components
The address of a component consists of an IP address and a port number. The IP address assigned to a component should be the IP address of the host machine on which the component runs. The port number assigned to the component should not be occupied by other applications on the same host machine. Furthermore, the system operator needs to know the path and the file name of the configuration file in which the address of the component should be put. Table II shows the information of the address which will be assigned to a component named Proxy. With this information, the system operator is able to assign the address to the component Proxy by writing the IP address 192.168.3.91 and the port number 80 into the configuration file "launch.jnlp" located in the directory "./apache-tomcat/webapps/dhuoj/". The information item Location in Table II indicates that the assigned address should be put in the configuration file as the new value of the attribute "codebase".
B. Writing Remote Addresses into Configuration Files
For each local component in DHUOJ, the IP address and port number of its remote components need to be set into its configuration file. For the component Proxy, it needs to know the address assigned to the component Primer. For the component Schedule, it needs to know not only the address assigned to the component Primer but also the addresses assigned to the components named Judge. Table III shows the remote address information Table III indicates that this remote address should be put between the tags named param-value in the configuration file web.xml. The remote role is needed for the system operator to know which module should be used. Usually, the remote role shows the main function of this remote component.
C. Exchanging Local Address Information
The ACU could get the local address listed in Table II from the local computer. However, how does the ACU get the remote address listed in Table III ? It is necessary for ACUs to exchange their local address information. Each ACU should deliver its local message information to remote ACUs in the network. Table IV shows an example of the exchanged information delivered by the ACU that the component Primer is equipped with. It tells the address of the component Primer as well as its name and role.
D. Applicable to Each Component
There are many modules in a distributed application [9] . It is not wise to develop many specific connection programs such that each of them is dedicated to a specific module. Such dedicated connection programs could not be used for the modules that might be developed to add to the distributed application in the future. To adapt to all possible modules including those that might be developed in the future, the ACU needs to handle all possible situations that might be encountered in the configuration operations for a distributed application. For example, the ACU needs to adapt to not only the component Primer but also the component Proxy. This requires that the ACU should set the address information to each component of a distributed application in a general way. Furthermore, the ACU needs to adapt to not only the DHUOJ but also other distributed applications.
III. AUTONOMOUS CONNECTION UNIT
In this solution, every component in a distributed application is equipped with an autonomous connection unit (ACU). The ACU will allocate to its corresponding component an address consisting of an IP address and a port number. This address of the component will be delivered by the ACU to remote components, so that the remote components could communicate with the local component. We regard these two actions as address information synchronization [8] . All the ACUs have the same structure, which consists of a local address information file, an address lookup table file, a task list file and an executive cell, see Fig. 2 .
A. The Executive cell
The executive cell will get the IP address and an available port number of the local machine on which the component has been deployed. This IP address and the port number are then written as the local address of the component into the local address information file. At the same time, the executive cell broadcasts this local address to the network. Every ACU in the network will receive the local address and keep it in its own address lookup table file. With the address lookup table file, the executive cell updates the task list file, so that it can then execute the tasks in the task list file to update the configuration file of the component. Finally, the executive cell starts up the component to run it.
B. The Local Address Information
The local address information file keeps the details of the local address, including the IP address of the host machine on which the component runs and the port number assigned to the component. The executive cell could modify the local address information file automatically. The information items that the executive cell needs to write into the local address information file is listed in Table V Add an item to a ini file Operation 3
Add another item to ini file Component IP address: An IP address that is assigned to the component. This IP address is identical to the IP address of the host machine on which the component runs.
Component port number: A port number that is assigned to the component. This port number is an available port number on the host machine.
ACU IP address: The IP address of the ACU. The ACU uses this IP address to communicate with other ACUs.
ACU UDP port: An UDP port number that is used by the ACU. It is this port number that the ACU uses to search the whole local area network to get addresses of remote components when the ACU enters into the network at its first time.
ACU TCP port: A TCP port number that is used by the ACU. This TCP port number is very important for the system. Almost all the messages between ACUs are exchanged by the TCP protocol.
Out IP address: An IP address that is used to resolve a situation that there are two network interface cards in one computer. When an ACU comes across this situation, its executive cell will select one of these two IP addresses as the out IP address. For DHUOJ, the component Proxy needs one IP address as the "out IP address" for the client to use its service while the other one as the "component IP address" to communicate with the component Primer.
All the information items listed in Table V are stored in the local address information file, which is an xml file named NativeMessage.xml. Table VI lists the tags of items in the xml file NativeMessage.xml.
C. The Address Lookup Table
The address lookup table keeps addresses of all the components in a distributed application. This table is stored in an xml file, called address lookup table file. It will be updated by the ACU in time. Each entry in the address lookup table includes the name, the role, the IP address and the port number of the component, see Table  VII .
Each component has a unique name but may have the same role as the others have. In Table VII , for example, the component whose name is JackForB3 has the same role as the component whose name is JackForB5. Some component may have two addresses. For instance, the component named JackForB3 has two addresses 192.168.3.91:80 and 222.204.211.35:80. The address indicated by "out" is the "out IP address" in the local address information file, whereas the address indicated by "in" is the "component IP address" in Table V .
D. The Task List
It is the task list that makes the ACU applicable to many distributed applications. The ACU is designed to be applicable to every component in a distributed application although the component that the ACU works for could be different from each other. For this reason, the task list is employed to record the operations that the ACU will execute to update the configuration file of its target component. Changing the operations described in the task list makes the same ACU work for a different component. In other words, the task list describes the functions that the ACU will perform. The system operator could add more operations to the task list if the component needs more configuration operations. All the configuration operations that the ACU needs to do come from the task list. Thus, an ACU could be adapted to a different component in a different distributed application by modifying its task list.
The task list is mainly composed of two parts: the commands used to start up the component and the operations used to update the configuration file of the component. The structure of the task list is shown in Table VIII .
There are several operations in a task list. Each operation updates one address in a configuration file, such as assigning a local address to the component or writing a remote address into the configuration file. Table  IX The value of one IP address segment is not a legal value. For example, the value is less than 0 or greater than 255.
Algorithm to get an available port in a computer port = ChoiceAPort(8000); while(PortAreAvailable(port)) port = port + 1; StorePort(port); End Table X shows the structure of the commands in the task list file. The two configuration commands in this table will generate two corresponding commands as follows:
cd C:\workspace\ judge_server\judge_server java -jar judge_server.jar which are used to start up the component Schedule.
IV. AUTOMATIC CONNECTION

A. Getting the Local Address
To generate the local address information file, the ACU needs to get the IP address of the local computer. The ACU could obtain the IP address from the information of the network interface card by some method, such as in Fig. 3 .
However, the ACU needs to verify whether the obtained IP address is legal before putting it into use. Table XI lists the illegal IP addresses that the ACU uses to verify an obtained IP address. If its format matches one item in the illegal IP address table, the obtained IP address will be discarded.
For a distributed application, every component uses the port number to comminute with others. There are 65535 port numbers in each computer. The ACU needs to get some available port number from the local computer to assign to its target component. Fig. 4 shows an algorithm to get available port number in the local computer. It chooses a port number and tests it. If the chosen number is occupied by other applications, it will choose another port number until the chosen number is not occupied by any application. The ACU uses ServerSocket [11] class to test a TCP port and use DatagramSocket [12] class to test an UDP port.
In addition to the IP address and available port number, the ACU will obtain the name and the role of the local component from its task list to write them into the local address information file.
B. Generating the Address Lookup Table
The address lookup table keeps the addresses of all components in the distributed application. Each ACU needs to update its address lookup table file in time.
The data in the address lookup table come from local address information files of all ACUs in the network. Each ACU sends its local address information to the remote ACUs, so that each ACU could receives the remote address information to fill in its address lookup table. More details of how an ACU builds a connection with a remote ACU to get the address information of a remote component could be found in Section V in this paper.
C. Updating the Task List
Initially, the system operator writes into the task list file all operations that the ACU should do. The executive cell of the ACU will update the IP address and the port number in each operation in the task list file according to the address lookup table.
The executive cell of an ACU modifies the task list file as follows.
(1) Find an unmodified operation OP in the task list; (2) Get the role value R in the operation OP; (3) Search for an address entry A which contains the role value R in the address lookup table; (4) Update the address in the operation OP by the address in the address entry A; (5) Repeat from
Step (2) to Step (4) 
D. Updating the Configuration File
Usually, there is much work needed to do, when the system operator configures a distributed application by hands. To modify a configuration file of the component Schedule in the DHUOJ, for example, the system operator needs to find and open the configuration file named hibernate.cfg.xml under the directory .\persistence, and locate the position of the value that needs updating. Fig. 6 shows the details of the position in the configuration file. The boldface digits between tags <property name="hibernate.connection.url"> are the IP address and port number that the system operator should put.
This configuration operation can be described in the task list (see Table IX ). The ACU could use the task list to modify the configuration file of a component in a distributed application. Fig. 7 show the algorithm to modify the configure file (an xml file) of a component in a distributed application. The steps to modify the configuration file are as follows.
(1) Find an unexecuted operation OP in the task list; (2) Get the file type T and name F of the configuration file from the operation OP; (3) Get the tag name N, the attribute A and the property P from the operation OP; (4) Get the header, IP, Port and tail from the operation OP and generate a new value V by V = header + IP + Port + tail (The sign "+" means that the corresponding values will be combined.); (5) Locate the position Pos in the configuration file F by N, A and P, and update the value at the position Pos with V by a method for the file type T; (6) Repeat from Step (1) to Step (5) until all operations in the task list are executed.
E. Starting up the Component
After finishing the configuration of a distributed application, the system operator needs to start up this application. He needs to initialize the environment and execute the executable program [13] [14] . Sometimes, the system operator could use a batch file to make this process more convenient. To start up the component Schedule in the DHUOJ, for example, the system operator may create a batch file (such as startup.bat) and add the needed commands to it as in Fig. 8 .
There are two commands in this batch file: one is a command to enter into a directory under which the component Schedule is located, the other is a command to start up the component Schedule. The executive cell of the ACU will also do this operation. It will create a batch file which contains the commands constructed on a basis of the information from the task list (see Table X ). The ACU will start up the component Schedule with this created batch file.
The method to create a batch file and start up the component is as follows.
(1) Get the file name startupFileName that the ACU will use to start up the target component; (2) Create a batch file named startupFileName; (3) Get the next undealt command CMD in the task list in order; (4) Get the type T, the prefix P and the value V from the command CMD; (5) Generate a command cmd by T, P and V; (6) Append the command cmd to the batch file startupFileName; (7) Repeat from Step (3) to Step (6) until all commands in the task list are dealt with; (8) Start up the target component by executing the batch file startupFileName; Fig. 9 shows the algorithm to start up a component. The port number of the component Figure 11 . Replying the message Figure 10 . Sending a UDP message to the network
V. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ACUS
To fill the information in the address lookup table, the ACU needs to connect to other ACUs in the network. Basically, most of information is exchanged through the connections [14] .
When a new ACU is started up and enters into the network, it will send a searching message with the UDP protocol to the network to find other ACUs that may exist in the network, see Fig. 10 .
This message contains the IP address and port number of the sender (see Table XII ). If there is an ACU running on the network, it will receive this message and send a responding message back with the TCP protocol, see Fig.  11 .
This responding message contains the IP address and port number of the responder (see Table XIII ). Thus, either of these two ACUs obtains the address of the other, so that they could comminute with each other, see Fig. 12 .
After that, the ACU is in a listening state to wait for the searching messages that come from other ACUs. When receiving a message (searching or responding), the ACU will obtain the IP address, the port number and other information of the remote component and keep these information items in its own address lookup table file.
If an ACU wants to leave the system, it will send a leaving message to other ACUs. Then other ACUs will get this leaving message and delete the address of the leaving component from their address lookup table files.
There are two protocols needed [15] [16] for ACUs to exchange their messages: the TCP protocol and the UDP protocol.
The format of the message transferred by UDP is shown in Table XII . The fields ACU name, ACU IP address, TCP port number and UDP port number are used to send the address information of the local ACU to remote ACUs, so that the remote ACU could communicate with the local ACU. The fields component IP, component port, component role and component name are used to tell remote components the address information of the local component, so that the remote components can communicate with the local component. The field header is used to distinguish the message sent by the ACU from the one not sent by the ACU (e.g., other applications may send messages on their own purpose). The field tail is used to verify that an UDP message is legal.
The format of the message transmitted by TCP protocol is shown in Table XIII . There are three kinds of messages that are transferred by TCP. The field message type indicates the type of the message. Table XIV lists four kinds of messages that the ACU needs to communicate with remote ACUs. The first kind of the message is used to request for connecting to a remote ACU by sending a local address to the remote ACU. The second kind of the message is used to return a local address in response to the remote ACU that sends a request message or a searching message to the responder. The third one is used to tell other ACUs that the sender will leave the system. The last one is used to search for 
VI. APPLICATION
The ACU has been applied to the campus contest in Donghua University on December 26, 2012. This contest was held in three computer rooms, each of which is equipped with 80 computers for students and one computer for the teacher. The DHUOJ was installed in the forth computer room which is equipped with 40 computers
The method that the ACU builds connections and manages the DHUOJ was verified in the contest. When it is started up, the ACU uses the two algorithms in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 to obtain the local IP address and an available port number, and write them into its local address information file. The ACU then gets its role from its task list and write it into its local address information file. After that, the ACU broadcasts its local address information to the network and waits for receiving the address information from remote ACUs. If it receives the address information of a remote ACU, the local ACU will keep the received information in its address lookup table as in Fig. 13 . Fig. 14 shows that the ACU named ACU4 has obtained the address information of remote ACUs. If a remote ACU withdraws from the system, the ACU will delete the information of the remote ACU from its address lookup table.
As the system operator click the button Begin in Fig.  14 , the ACU will update the addresses in the operations in its task list file according to its address lookup table and will execute the updated operations to modify the configuration file of the component that the ACU works for. After that, the ACU starts up the component to run it. If the system operator wants to restart the component, he could click the button Restart.
The local ACU in Fig. 14 is named ACU4 , which works for the component Judge. The three remote ACUs are named ACU2, ACU3 and ACU4, which work for the components Schedule, Proxy and Primer, respectively. After the ACU ACU2 starts up the component Proxy successfully, the client could get the service from the component Proxy, as shown in Fig. 15 . Fig. 16 shows that the ACU ACU1 has started up the component Schedule. The component Primer is started up by the ACU ACU3. These ACUs managed the DHUOJ successfully during the campus contest.
CONCLUSION
There are many kinds of distributed applications in the world. Some of the distributed applications have many components and their configuration operations are complex. It is unavoidable for the system operator to make mistakes during the complex operations, leading to unpredictable results.
The DHUOJ is such a distributed application that needs many configuration operations, which often result in many mistakes. The system operator needs to take several hours to install the DHUOJ for a contest held in college computer rooms. The computers on which the DHUOJ is installed change frequently and the system operator needs to reinstall the DHUOJ from time to time. Sometimes, the port numbers that the components of the DHUOJ used to communicate with each other were occupied by other programs. This made the configuration operations more complex.
The proposed ACU could do configuration operations for distributed applications automatically. The system operator just needs to set the task list file for one time, and then the ACU could serve for a given distributed application forever without any more configurations regardless where the distributed application would be installed. For example, if the system operator wants to make an ACU to maintain the component Proxy in the DHUOJ, he just needs to add corresponding commands and operations to the task list file of the ACU. After that, the ACU could configure the component Proxy and start it up automatically.
The ACU is not just for the DHUOJ. It could be applied to any distributed application if needed. Because all the configuration operations come from its task list file, the ACU can adapt to any situation just by modifying its task list file.
